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Abstract: An innovative path for determination of cardiac repolarization safety is the use of enhanced analysis of continuous 12-lead Holter recordings in early human-phase testing.

BioTelemetry Research introduces a service called Dynamic Repolarization Analysis Data collection is during typical SAD and/or MAD studies. In addition to exposure-response regression analysis using measures of QT intervals not requiring correction for heart rate, and analysis of T wave sub-intervals and morphology, it includes dynamic QT/RR beat-to-beat restitution analysis, to examine the ability of the heart to recover from one beat to the next during changes in heart rate. Together, these novel measures will allow differentiation of benign from arrhythmogenic QT prolongation.

As a division of BioTelemetry (Nasdaq: BEAT), BioTelemetry Research is part of the world’s largest cardiac data network—processing 200,000 million heartbeats, monitoring 50,000 patients, supporting 30,000 devices and provisioning 20,000 sites every month.

As compliments to this industry-leading cardiovascular service offering, our expanded clinical trial services include advanced imaging and respiratory testing.

Every day, BioTelemetry Research supports Phase I-IV trials for the world’s largest pharmaceutical organizations, specialty pharmaceutical firms, emerging biotechnology companies, and medical device manufacturers.